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1. Answer True or False, p1!oviding suitable reasonings and/or formal proofs: 
(a) One-way functions are necessary and sufficient for the existence of pseudo

random generators. '~ 
(b) A good block cipher is an efficient algorithm for constructing a Chosen 

Plaintext Attack (CPA )-secured encryption algorithm. 
(c) If F is a pseudorandom permutation, then it is also a pseudo-random 

function. 
(d) A public key encryption algorithm can be adopted for Digital Signature Al

gorithms (DSA), by interchanging the public and the private keys between 
the sender and the receiver. 

(e) For public key encryption algorithms, N!l;f- CCA2 =? IND- CCA2. 

(5 x L1 = 20 marks) 

2. (a) Prove that iff is alone-way function, then g(x1,x2) = (.f(x1),x2) where 
lx11 = lx21 is also a .one-way function Observe that g fully reveals half of 
its input bits, but is nevertheless still one-way. 

(b) Prove that a three-round Feistelnetwork using pseudorandom round func
tions is not a strong pseudorandom permutation. 

(20 marks) 

3. (a) Consider the following fixed length MAC for messages of length Z(n) = 
2n - 2 using a pseudorandom function F: On input a message mo llni1 
(with lmol = lm1l ~ n -1) and key k E {0, 1}", algorithm Mac outputs 
t = Fk(OIInLo)IIFk(1llnL1). Algorithm Vrfy is defined in the usual way. Is the 
MAC algorithm existentially unforgeable under a chosen-message attack? 
Justify your answer. (No credit will be awarded for a wrong reasoning). 

(b) Consider an extension of secure message authentication where the adver
sary is provided with both a Mac and a Vrfy oracle. 

i. Provide a formal definition of security in this case, by extending the 
definition of secure message authentication studied in class without the 

Vrfy oracle. ; 
ii. Show that if the MAC, denoted by II has unique tags, then if the 

classical secur~ message authentication is satisfied, then that against 
the above definition in part(i) is also satisfied. 

I• 

(20 marks) 
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4, Let f be a one-way permutati<;m .. Consider Hie f<;>!lowing, signatui·e scheme for 
messages in the set { 1,., .. , n}: 

To.'genep•te 'keys, choose random x f--.: {O;:I}n• and set y = fn(x). The 
public' key 'is y· and the private key is •x·. · · 

- To sign message i E {1, ... , n},, output r-i(x) (v,rhere f 0 (x) =;= ;r). · 
To V~rify signature '0' on inessage i, w)th ·respect to ·public· key y ,. check 
whether y = ,t(O'). . - . 

(a) Show that the B,bove is not a Ollectime,slgnature_schen~e. Given a:sigii,atur:e 
on a message i, fm~ .. what 'messages] can an atlvetsary output a .forgery?, 

(b). Prove tlwt11o,PPT-~dv,e~saty given,~ signature on i can:output a, forg~ry 
on 'ai1y message:j >·i· except w{th negligible probability: 

(c)' Suggest ho_w; -to modify·the scheme so 'as t9 .opt,ain a one-time signature 
·· . scpel~J;e: ·~· · ' 

'j< 1 

'(2p_ marks) 

5 .. (a) Is CBC-,MAC,a good choice fm·.Authe~ticate and Encrypt paraqigm? Jus
tify i,i1 the context oLCPA security .of· the sclieme. 

{b) Let IIE be .a CPkse9lir~ private key. encryption scheme, and let JIM be 
a secpre ·message .. authehhca,tion code with, 1.l!1~que tags. Theli :tJ1e combinac 

·tion.'( Gen', EncNJ de", Pee') derivecl'by a:pplying . .the.encryptct!fen-authenticate 
approach to If£:, llM _is ·a secure message transmission scli~l}1e,. .. •:1. 

In·tl1e class,, we prov~d the CCA~2 .. secui'ity 6Mhe scheme.·Pr6ve formally~ 
that it ·also provides'authentlcated comhiunicat1on. ' 

-. ' . ,, ~ ~ ~ ~ •, ,,,, ~ 

(20 marks) 




